Lower Morden
Date and time
from
08/12/2018
17:15

Date and time
to
08/12/2018
17:23

LOWER MORDEN
LANE

08/12/2018
01:50

08/12/2018
02:00

suspects forced entry through fire door and were trying corridor doors

GRAND DRIVE

Burglary - Residential

Unknown suspect forced entry to rear garage and attempted to force entry
into house but no entry gained and no property stolen.
Suspect smashed the rear window, entry gained, untidy search.

SEYMOUR
AVENUE
GARTH ROAD

Other Criminal Damage

Graffiti tag spray painted on a church wall.

Other Theft

by unknown suspect removing gravel boards from fencing in the victims
garden
Victim had an item delivered by a delivery company. Item had been
opened and item was stolen and then the package had been resealed.

LOWER MORDEN
LANE
GRAND DRIVE

21/12/2018
15:55
24/12/2018
00:01
26/12/2018
08:30
15/12/2018
21:00
26/11/2018
16:00
04/12/2018
00:01

21/12/2018
15:55
24/12/2018
14:00
27/12/2018
00:30
16/12/2018
05:00
27/11/2018
08:30
06/12/2018
00:01

Allegation
Burglary - Residential

Method
Two males seen acting suspiciously by victims front door, when they left
there were visable tool marks where they had tried to gain entry

Address
CANNON HILL
LANE

Burglary - Residential

Two suspects have gained entry to the victim's unlocked vehicle on his
drive and stolen a bag containing his house keys and 2nd car keys, they
have then used the keys in an attempt to gain entry through his front door

Burglary - Residential
Burglary - Residential

Other Theft

Other Theft

DUDLEY DRIVE

Other Theft

Delivery driver has stolen police warrant card and wallet whilst in his
home delivering furniture
DHL have delivered a parcel to the wrong address. Suspect has accepted,
signed for and taken the parcel knowing that the parcel does not belong to
them.

KINGSBRIDGE
ROAD
LYNMOUTH
AVENUE

14/12/2018
12:15
12/12/2018
12:00

14/12/2018
14:07
12/12/2018
12:00

Theft From M/V

Suspect not known, stole rear number plate from vehicle.

Theft From M/V

By suspect forcing open door of van but nothing inside to steal

BUTTERMERE
CLOSE
SALCOMBE DRIVE

14/12/2018
22:40
17/12/2018
19:00

14/12/2018
22:40
18/12/2018
08:45

Theft From M/V

By person(s) unknown gaining entry into victims insecure vehicle.
Rummaged through papers and stole two wallets which contained other
items, also drills stolen from the van

QUEEN MARY
AVENUE

20/12/2018
11:00

20/12/2018
12:00

Theft/Taking of M/V

Theft of motor vehicle

SEYMOUR
AVENUE

04/12/2018
22:26

05/12/2018
06:22

